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The Current Justification
Controversy Image
Fully grasp how every part
of Scripture fits together to
point to and reveal the
glory of Christ Jesus. From
beginning to end, the Bible
reveals the glory of Jesus.
But for many Bible readers,
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it doesn't seem that simple.
We're often unsure how the
Bible's many stories,
characters, events relate
together and connect to
Jesus. Some are tempted to
force the pieces of the Bible
together, making superficial
jumps to him. Others give
up trying to understand the
Bible altogether. Christ
from Beginning to End is
written to help Christians
understand just how the
different stories and parts
of Scripture fits together to
reveal the glory of Christ
Jesus. In Part 1, Wellum
and Hunter reintroduce us
to the Bible—what it is, how
it comes to us, and what it's

centrally about. Then, in
Part 2, they walk from one
side of the Bible's story to
the other, carefully tracing
its storyline from Genesis
to Revelation. As readers
see how our triune God's
plan unfolds through his
covenants, they will be
equipped for a lifetime of
seeing Christ's glory in
Scripture. From this book,
you'll learn how to: Read
the Bible according to the
three biblical contexts: the
immediate context, the
context of the unfolding
story, and the context of
the whole story centered in
Christ. Recognize how
different parts of the Bible

connect together as part of a
unified story. Embrace the
story of the Bible as our
own, to live this story out,
and to share this story with
our neighbors and the
nations. You will also see
the Bible's multi-layered
story and how it is held
together by the one plan of
God to glorify himself in
salvation. You'll come away
with a greater awareness of
our need as sinners, of the
triune God in all of his
grace, and of Jesus as the
incarnate Son in all of his
glory.
For the Strength of Youth Wipf
and Stock Publishers
SOMEONE LOVES YOU.
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UNCONDITIONALLY.
UNSHAKABLE,
UNFAILINGLY. That Someone
is God Himself. But how can that
be possible? Why would God
love you so? Because He has
fashioned an unbreakable
covenant between Himself and
you. And He always keeps His
promises. “Everything God
does,” says Kay Arthur, “is
based on His covenant.” And
when you understand how
thoroughly the dynamic concept
of covenant permeates
everything God says in His
Word, and everything He does
in our lives, you’ll come to
experience one of the most

stabilizing, most freeing truths
you’ll ever know. In a culture
in which unfaithfulness is
rampant, God’s “fierce,
ferocious loyalty” toward us is
difficult to imagine. And yet,
through her characteristically
warm and wise exploration of the
Scripture, Kay Arthur will lead
you into discovering the
stunning truth of God’s
covenant–and help you
experience its revolutionary truth
in your life. The Bible reveals the
covenant bond to be the highest
personal relationship possible. In
ancient times, covenants were
solemn, binding agreements
supremely honored above all

others. Making a covenant
represented an unqualified, total
commitment of one person to
another–unconditionally,
totally, eternally. As you follow
the thread of God’s covenant
woven throughout the Bible,
you’ll discover the awesome
privilege of getting to know the
Lord as your Covenant God.
Biblical Theology
InterVarsity Press
A noted Old
Testament scholar
offers this vivid
look at Israel --
its land, people,
worship,
lifestyles, and
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future -- with
special attention
to questions about
the current and
future Israeli
state.

The Torn Veil Cambridge
University Press
A Comprehensive
Exploration of the Biblical
Covenants This book
forms an overview of the
biblical teaching on
covenant as well as the
practical significance of
covenant for the Christian
life. A host of 26 scholars
shows how covenant is

not only clearly taught from
Scripture, but also that it
lays the foundation for
other key doctrines of
salvation. The
contributors, who engage
variously in biblical,
systematic, and historical
theology, present
covenant theology not as
a theological abstract
imposed on the Bible but
as a doctrine that is
organically presented
throughout the biblical
narrative. As students,
pastors, and church
leaders come to see the

centrality of covenant to
the Christian faith, the
more the church will be
strengthened with faith in
the covenant-keeping God
and encouraged in their
understanding of the joy of
covenant life.
The Christian Observer Ignatius
Press
The book of Psalms is the heart of
the Old Testament. It also
anticipates Jesus Christ. In this
Tyndale Old Testament
Commentary, Tremper Longman
interprets each psalm in its Old
Testament setting, summarizing
its overall message and reflecting
on its significance from a New
Testament perspective.
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Covenant and Commandment
The Christ of the Covenants
The Economy of the Covenants
Between God and Man:
Comprehending a Complete
Body of Divinity by Herman
Witsius, first published in 1803, is
a rare manuscript, the original
residing in one of the great
libraries of the world. This book is
a reproduction of that original,
which has been scanned and
cleaned by state-of-the-art
publishing tools for better
readability and enhanced
appreciation. Restoration Editors'
mission is to bring long out of
print manuscripts back to life.
Some smudges, annotations or
unclear text may still exist, due to
permanent damage to the original

work. We believe the literary
significance of the text justifies
offering this reproduction,
allowing a new generation to
appreciate it.
God's People in the
Wilderness Christian Focus
The Bible records a number
of covenants that God made
with his people. However,
rather than merely abstract
ideas for theologians and
scholars to study, the
covenants in Scripture hold
the key to understanding the
Bible’s overarching story
and message. In God’s
Kingdom through God’s
Covenants, two world-class

scholars offer readers an
engaging snapshot of how
God has chosen to lovingly
relate to his people in history,
tracing the significance of the
concept of “covenant”
through both the Old and
New Testaments. Explaining
the differences between
covenant theology and
dispensationalism while
offering a thoughtful
alternative to both, this book
ultimately highlights the
covenantal framework
through which God has
promised to remain faithful
to his people.
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Psalms Wipf and Stock
Publishers
Evangelicals debate the
answer to the question,
“Who are the heirs of the
Abrahamic covenant?”
This book offers a brief
summary of the major
evangelical approaches to
the covenant, an exegesis of
the covenant, and a
discussion on some of the
hermeneutical issues related
to the interpretation of the
covenant. In this book, the
Abrahamic covenant is
viewed as God’s answer to
the failures of Gen 1–11. In

those chapters, the seed of
mankind became corrupted
through the fall, the land was
cursed with a consequent loss
of man’s dominion over it,
and the divine-human
relationship was ruptured.
The Abrahamic covenant
restores to all of believing
mankind, regardless of
ethnicity, the promise of seed,
land, and divine-human
relationship.
Looking unt o Jesu s. A view of
the everlasting Gospel, etc
Christian Focus
God's grace demonstrated in the
biblical narrative through the lens
of covenant. This study analyses

the different divine covenants of
the Old Testament and argues
that they are closely related. The
successive covenants, from Noah
to David, are seen to express the
divine purpose for humanity from
the creation onwards. William
Dumbrell interacts extensively
with attempts to explain the
significance of concepts such as
the gift of the land, victory, rest
and the divine presence. This
extraordinary book also throws
light upon the Christian use of the
Old Testament categories. This
second, revised edition brings the
subject right up to date.
Many Religions, One
Covenant Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing
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""With our American
Philosophy and Religion
series, Applewood reissues
many primary sources
published throughout
American history. Through
these books, scholars,
interpreters, students, and
non-academics alike can see
the thoughts and beliefs of
Americans who came before
us.""
Catechism of the Catholic
Church Crossway
From a close study of key Old
and New Testament texts and
interaction with historical and
contemporary theologians,
Bradley Green shows how

different aspects of the Christian
life are each God-elicited, real and
necessary. This New Studies in
Biblical Theology volume
provides a biblical theology of the
nature, role and place of works,
obedience and faithfulness in the
new covenant.
Covenant and God's Purpose
for the World InterVarsity
Press
"This is the only book-length
account of the Norman
Shepherd controversy in the
Orthodox Presbyterian Church
and Westminster Theological
Seminary ever published. That
controversy lasted 7 years
(1975-1982) and was never
properly resolved by either the

Seminary or the denomination.
Written at the time of the
controversy, Robertson's
manuscript was suppressed by
the faculty of Covenant
Seminary, which refused to
publish it in in its academic
journal Presbuterion for fear of
offending the faculty of
Westminster Seminary. It
appears here in print for the
first time, 20 years after it was
written." -- Publisher
description.
The Mystery of Christ, His
Covenant, and His Kingdom
The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints
"In the biblical drama of the
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living God's works in creation
and redemption," writes
Cornelis Venema, "no theme
is more lustrous than that of
God's gracious intention to
enjoy communion with
humans who bear his image
and whose lives have been
broken through sin." This
collection of Venema's essays
summarizes and defends a
broad consensus view of the
doctrine of the covenants in
the history of Reformed
theology and clarifies several
areas of dispute. Venema
argues that (1) the distinction
between a pre-fall covenant

of works and a post-fall
covenant of grace is an
integral feature of a biblical
and confessionally Reformed
understanding of the history
of redemption; (2) the
distinction between a pre-fall
covenant of works and a post-
fall covenant of grace is
necessary to preserve the
sheer graciousness of God's
redemption in Jesus Christ;
and (3) the doctrines of
covenant and election are
corollary doctrines, not
opposed to each other, but
mutually defining.
Covenant Theology The

Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints
In Many Religions, One
Covenant, Cardinal Joseph
Ratzinger spans the deep
divides in modern Catholic
scholarship to present a
compelling biblical theology,
modern in its concerns yet
classical in its breadth. It is
his classical mastery, his
ressourcement, that enables
the Cardinal to build a
bridge. Cardinal Ratzinger
seeks to deepen our
understanding of the Bible's
most fundamental principle.
The covenant defines
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religion for Christians and
Jews. We cannot discern
God's design or his will if we
do not meditate upon his
covenant. The covenant,
then, is the principle that
unites the New Testament
with the Old, the Scriptures
with Tradition, and each of
the various branches of
theology with all the others.
The covenant does more
than bridge the gaps between
these elements; it fills in the
gaps, so that biblical
scholarship, dogmatic
theology, and magesterial
authority all stand on

common ground - solid
ground.
God and Adam WaterBrook
In this 2006 text, Daniel M.
Gurtner examines the
meaning of the rending of
the veil at the death of Jesus
in Matthew 27:51a by
considering the functions of
the veil in the Old
Testament and its symbolism
in Second Temple and
Rabbinic Judaism. Gurtner
incorporates these elements
into a compositional exegesis
of the rending text in
Matthew. He concludes that
the rending of the veil is an

apocalyptic assertion like the
opening of heaven revealing,
in part, end-time images
drawn from Ezekiel 37.
Moreover, when the veil is
torn Matthew depicts the
cessation of its function,
articulating the atoning role
of Christ's death which gives
access to God not simply in
the sense of entering the Holy
of Holies (as in Hebrews), but
in trademark Matthean
Emmanuel Christology: 'God
with us'. This underscores
the significance of Jesus'
atoning death in the first
gospel.
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Covenants of Life Zondervan
The close-knit bond between
prophecy and history, according
to O. Palmer Robertson, becomes
particularly clear through the
study of Nahum, Habakkuk, and
Zephaniah. As the historical
context of their messages is
explored, it becomes ever more
apparent that biblical history -- in
addition to providing the context
for prophecy -- actually embodies
and functions as prophecy. The
events that occurred to Judah and
its neighbors spoke in anticipation
of world-shaking circumstances
that were yet to come. In this
commentary Robertson combines
the insights of biblical theology
with a keen awareness of the age
in which we live. After first

dealing with the relevant
background issues of Nahum,
Habakkuk, and Zephaniah --
redemptive-historical setting,
theological perspective, date and
authorship, and so on --
Robertson applies the care and
precision of an exegete and the
concern of a pastor to his verse-by-
verse exposition of each book. The
result is a relevant confrontation
with the ancient call to repentance
and faith -- a confrontation greatly
needed in today's world.
Covenants Made Simple
Wipf and Stock Publishers
Presents the richness of a
covenantal approach to
understanding the Bible.
Treats the OT covenants

from a successive standpoint.
Christ and Covenant Theology
Applewood Books
As one of the most prominent
themes in Scripture, the
covenant is crucial to all
Christian theological systems,
from dispensationalism to
covenant theology to
theonomy to liberation
theology. One would think that
by now all controversies have
been exhausted, but an issue of
this magnitude can never
finally be laid to rest. Because
disagreements persist, there is
room for yet another attempt
to study the covenant and
improve our understanding of
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it. This book proposes that the
path toward an evangelical
consensus is not to be found in
building another modified
systematic theology, but in a
biblical theology approach.
Grounded in this approach,
John Walton's perspective is
that while the covenant is
characteristically redemptive,
formulated along the lines of
ancient treaties, and ultimately
soteric, it is essentially
revelatory. This view in turn
has implications regarding the
continuity or discontinuity of
the covenant phases, the
conditionality of the covenant,
and our understanding of the

people of God. And this
ultimately affects the way the
Old Testament is preached and
taught. Walton's thesis is an
important contribution to the
discussion of the covenant and
the attempts to find common
ground among evangelicals of
diverse theological traditions.
Covenants P & R Publishing
Dr. Jeon's Biblical Theology is a
timely must-read for church
leaders, seminarians, pastors, and
missionaries in the Global
Mission Field. It examines God's
redemptive history in creation,
fall, redemption, and
consummation as revealed in the
Old and New Testaments. Dr.
Jeon delves into the grand

redemptive drama, progressively
demonstrated through the divine
covenants, as well as the
manifestation of the eschatological
Kingdom of God. This book
provides not only a proper
redemptive historical vision of the
Bible from Genesis to Revelation
but also key ideas for the
formation of a solid biblical
worldview. Dr. Jeon demonstrates
the intersection and union
between biblical and systematic
theology while exploring
redemptive history. Dr. Jeon also
emphasizes that we currently live
in the eschatological age,
inaugurated after Jesus Christ's
death and resurrection as the
Mediator of the New Covenant.
This inaugurated eschatological
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Kingdom of God will be
consummated after the Second
Coming of Jesus. Meanwhile, the
present age is occurring during the
last days, in which we live in the
era of Global Missions by God's
grace. The community of the New
Covenant church should humbly
respond by participating in
evangelism and missions,
demonstrating to the world that
God's final judgment is coming.
Introducing Covenant
Theology Multnomah
"What do the various
covenants given throughout
the Bible mean to us? Are
they relevant to our lives? A
rainbow now and then may
remind us of God's promise

to Noah and we've
memorized the part about
the new covenant in Jesus'
blood at Communion--but do
we dig any deeper? Do we
need to?"--Publisher
description.
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